STUDENTS INTENTION TOWARDS ENTREPRENEURSHIP TO PARTICIPATE IN DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL ECONOMY NOT TO BE BURDEN ON ECONOMY

Abstract:
Entrepreneurship alarming researchers and policy makers, to involve jobs seekers students in entrepreneurship after graduation to handle the youth unemployment. This paper tried to explain the involvement of students in regional entrepreneurship and some factors which were studied by most of the researchers, and were found to have significant effect on students to be entrepreneur in the near future, which include university environment and social support.
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Introduction
The youth can be more productive and be pillar in the regional economic development. They are more energetic and competent when they are growing in the innovative and challenging environment. In building of entrepreneurs’ culture, media and education play backbone rule, particularly young people education to provide skills knowledge and opportunities to the youth to play role in the country economy [1].entrepreneurship build socio-economic mind set of the youth in
which they think in term of opportunities creation rather than of resources. It is based upon innovative ideas, knowledge and new skills rather than on investment in the same way and creating more the same. A main role comes here of education policy maker in which entrepreneurial environment element is prominent [2]. Entrepreneurship should not be consider as a career option or in a position of downsizing of employers or economic downturn, it should be treat is a driver for social change in a widespread way [3].

**Economic Development and Entrepreneurship**

Entrepreneurship play important role in economic development. The societies which provide flexibility and development to operation and creation of new ideas of entrepreneurs will reap the reward [4]. Empirical evidence that those countries that experiencing entrepreneurial activities are enjoying the growth of economic development. Entrepreneurship provide service as a vehicle in the system for change and innovation [5].

**Background Literature**

**University Environment**

Due to different programs and activities in the universities motivate and encourage students to take a step towards entrepreneurship. They even take start of their own business inside the university campus [6]. For self-employment providing entrepreneurship education which will increase the culture of entrepreneurial activities in the universities and institution [7]. The students should provide the business environment to build their attention towards entrepreneurship to increase their entrepreneurial competencies [8]. Students having positive intention towards entrepreneurship by getting knowledge about it through norms, education and behavior [9]. The possibilities choosing entrepreneurship as a career can be increase, while providing entrepreneurial knowledge and environment to the university students [10]. To develop entrepreneurs among the students university should provide innovative environment to the students. It includes scientific research work, to provide training courses and provide the creative entrepreneurial environment [11].

**Elements of University Environment:**
- **Seminars and Training Courses**;
- **Entrepreneurship education**;
- **Entrepreneurial Activities**;

**Seminars and Training Courses**

Entrepreneurship trainings develop students mind set and geared toward entrepreneurial activities with innovative and creative learnings pattern. It can be presented in the practical form to self-employment [19]. Found the positive signif-
cant effect of business training and personalized coaching on university students to be self-employed after graduation [20].

Entrepreneurship Education
The result of the research justify many studies. It shows the importance of the entrepreneurship education attach with the students and universities. The results suggest that the entrepreneurship education is effective both for business and engineering students [18].

Entrepreneurial Activities
In addition universities can implement practices actively to provide and support entrepreneurial atmosphere. In short the initiatives of universities and their aimed to enhance entrepreneurial spirit among the students and encourage them [17].

Social Support System:
Find out that the students’ mobility towards entrepreneurship has connection with cultural discourses. They can go towards individual or collective entrepreneurship, it is a heroic step [12]. Outline the theory of entrepreneurship which highlighted that social aspect of entrepreneurship increase the success probability of entrepreneurship [13]. The social support consider to be the key driver specially for young graduates that they don’t know how to enter the business and take a risk [14]. There is a positive significant relationship between entrepreneurial intention of students to start a new business and social support [15]. The findings suggest that positive social value and support to entrepreneurship motivate and increase the intention of the students to become entrepreneur [16].

Elements of Social Support
- Family Support;
- Peer Support;
- Awareness in Societies about entrepreneurship.

Family Support
Students are highly desired to start their own businesses conducted survey in Singapore but they are not prepared to take risk without family support which has significant effect on students’ entrepreneurship. This factor was found less effective in the sense of level of income means that not only financial support is support for young entrepreneurs but the main support is motivation and family entrepreneurial background [22].
**Peer’s Support**

The social support system which contributes in students’ career option of decision to become an entrepreneur. The mix method of research identified peer’s support in the row of major factors which provide favorable and unfavorable climate to students to consider entrepreneurship is a future career [23].

**Awareness in society about entrepreneurship**

The arrangement of promotion and advertising program in the societies to aware the people about entrepreneurship and spread a positive and productive massage increases the chances of creating entrepreneurs in the same society [11]. Recommended after quantitative survey that various information of dissemination such as television, mobile telecommunication, enlightenment campaigns and social network should be employed to educate and aware the students and society about the entrepreneurship [21].

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

To compete and to be maintained as leading economy in the current competitive era of globalized world, universities can play a vital role in the development of economy. The economic system of a country run steadily when every regional economies belongs to that country are making their contribution continuously. The participation of the regional universities of the country are in the form of cultivating and polishing of creative minds to send them into the market to compete and destruct the classical methods in a positive way to make it more productive and keep moving with day to day innovation in the world.

- Entrepreneurship come here the universities should to promote entrepreneurial education.
- The university top management should arrange different seminar and invite different role model entrepreneurs to inspire and motivate students that education is not only getting degree and do job.
- The universities should arrange different training programs of entrepreneurship.
- Business plains competition between the students of different universities are productive in which students will get reward of best business plain and that business plain can be more attractive to the local investors.
- Universities should not only test students in classical way like just class and examination there should be some particle activities in the university environment regarding entrepreneurship.
- The bank’s branches which are operating in the university campuses they should provide loan to the university students on low interest rate so that students may able to get finance for implementing their small business ideas.
• The university can arrange the business ideas expos in which parents of the students can be invited to encourage their children entrepreneurial efforts. In this way the concept will spread in the society that will become the pillar of the regional economic system. The families will support their children to start their venture and it will reduce the fear of risk in the students in startup.

• Here comes the role of government and policy maker in some things which are necessary for students entrepreneurship are not in the range of universities like bureaucratic implements. The rule regulations, duties on export and import, longlist of documentation for new startups especially degree holders. Mostly the graduates having ideas and finance but they don’t implement that because of long documentation and making rounds of different offices.

This study was qualitative based on the current scenario and literature background future study can be conducted on the proposed model to find out students’ entrepreneurship intention and their participation in enhancing of country economy. They study will be useful by targeting and analyzing a population on quantitative way of research.
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